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Introducing an introduction 

 

Think of your introduction as an inverted pyramid: go from general information to particular, specific information. The most 
specific component of the introduction is your thesis statement, so it might be of help to design your introduction departing from 

it. 

 

If your hypothesis (3) is “Banquo is a foil to Macbeth in terms of honour”, you 
can start building your intro by asking yourself: What does my intended 

reader need to know to understand my hypothesis and follow my analysis? 

That is, you have to equip your reader.  

 

Probably, your reader will need to know:  
1) Banquo and Macbeth are two characters in Macbeth; 

1) Macbeth is a tragedy written by William Shakespeare in the late English 

Renaissance period under the government of King James I; 

1) What Renaissance is; 

1) Briefly, what happens in the play, particularly between Banquo and 
Macbeth; 

2) What you understand by “honour”; 

2) What “foil” means.  

 
Once you have made the reader part of the trip you are embarking upon, you 

have to tell him/her the routes you are taking. That is, provide him/her with 

a mini-methodology. For that, anticipate your aspects/axes of analysis. These 

are the units of analysis in which you will explore your hypothesis. If we 

follow the same example, your axes of analysis may be: the relationship 
between Banquo and Macbeth when in front of the “weird sisters”; the 

relationship between Banquo and Macbeth when in front of the king; the 

relationship between Banquo and Macbeth when Banquo has already been 

killed by Macbeth and appears as a ghost. 
 

You have started your engines… advance in your trip now! 

 

1) Context (historical, aesthetic, theoretical): in this case, 

delve into the main concerns of Renaissance, which was a 

historical, aesthetic and theoretical phenomenon. 

 

 

2) Theoretical framework (“honour”) and analytical 
categories (“foil”) 

 

 

3) Hypothesis: Banquo is a foil to Macbeth 
in terms of honour 

 

4) Axes of analysis: 

   a) The relationship between  

      Banquo and Macbeth when in 

         front of the “weird sisters” 

            b) their relationship  

   when in front of  

      the king;  

        c) Macbeth 
           and the 
  Ghost  

 


